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- - - - that Time Recorder system 
you are thinking of buying
Is it “fully automatic”? To be so it 
must have the three features men
tioned below. If it lacks any one of 
these it is NOT fully automatic.
A Time Recorder System that is not “fully automatic’’ does hot 
eliminate entirely the human element in its operation. Getting rid 
of this "human element’’ is a great economy and safeguard because 
then there is nothing for an employee to regulate or adjust. No
thing to remember—or forget. Any operation in d Time Recorder 
System that can be forgotten is a WEAKNESS and no system is 
stronger than its weakest link.

V The 3 Automatic Features
■ i

found together only in Internationals are
1st—The shifting of the Time Card (or Sheet) from 

day to day- -is done automatically.
2nd—The shifting of the Time Card (or. Sheet) for the 

proper placing of the “In’’ and “Out” Records— 
is done automatically.

matic features considerably reduces the cost and calls 
for a machine of a different build. We supply them 
of very high quality, and they will meet in price and 
surpass ill merit, any other machine in the world.

3rd—The printing of all “Late” or “Early Leaving” 
recordings in Red or in a separate column—is 
done automatically.

We make these fully automatic Recorders either self 
contained or electrically driven with control by a 
master clock.

On our Electric Recorders you can have either the 
“Late" records printed in a line below the regular 
record, or you can have it printed in Red. The latter 
is of course far superior and is selected by 95 per 
cent, of the Electric Recorder buyers.

Now the leaving out of any one of these three auto-

International give you COMPLETE service—or less 
if you want it. They are made in Canada and they 
stand apart for design, durability, finish and exclu
sive features.

Let us send you our descriptive matterr

International Business Machines Co., Limited
Head Office and Factory : Royce and Campbell Avenues, Toronto

FRANK E. MUTTON, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Man. Offices in All Principal Cities.
(Also makers of Dayton Scales and Hollerith Electric Tabulators)
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